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Jacobi method based on diagonal scaling:
Can be used as
Iterative solver
Preconditioner
Motivation: Block Jacobi Preconditioning
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Jacobi method based on diagonal scaling:




Set of diagonal blocks
Treat each block as linear system
Larger blocks
better convergence, 
more expensive to compute
Motivation: Block Jacobi Preconditioning
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Jacobi method based on diagonal scaling:
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Larger blocks
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Motivation: Block-Jacobi Preconditioning
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Determination of block necessary




Highly expensive to compute
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Motivation: Block-Jacobi Preconditioning
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Determination of block necessary
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Motivation: Block-Jacobi Preconditioning
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Determination of block necessary











Feeling for natural blocks
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Mimics behaviour of biological eyes
Efficient in detecting recurring patterns
Crash course: Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
11/11/188
© https://adeshpande3.github.io/A-Beginner%27s-Guide-To-Understanding-Convolutional-Neural-Networks/
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Interpret matrix as image
Mainly interested in non-zero patterns
close to main diagonal
Idea – Let CNN „look at“ sparsity pattern
11/11/189
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Interpret matrix as image
Mainly interested in non-zero patterns
close to main diagonal
Need dataset with labels
Other algorithms set upper bound
No credit card for Amazon Mturk
Idea – Let CNN „look at“ sparsity pattern
11/11/1810
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Interpret matrix as image
Mainly interested in non-zero patterns
close to main diagonal
Need dataset with labels
Other algorithms set upper bound






Random block + gaussian noise (𝜇 = 10)
Idea – Let CNN „look at“ sparsity pattern
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Single block ResNet architecture
4 Convolutional layers
1 Fully-connected prediction layer
Dropout and L2 regularization
Open-source script in Python
https://github.com/Markus-Goetz/block-prediction




Batch size=1, 3000 matrices in 2.5s
Batch size=1500, 3000 matrices in 0.6ms
Implementation
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High-level Performance Analysis
11/11/1815
Used predicted block boundaries
in a Jacobi preconditioner
600 test matrices
Average iteration count
~22% less iteration with CNN 
compared to no blocks




Used CNN to predict blocks for Jacobi block preconditioners
Reduction in solver iterations
Parallel and fast prediction of blocks, usable on GPUs
Next Steps
Manually label matrices
Adaptability to other preconditioners (ILU/ILUT)
Robustness study of CNN architecture and input data
